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Graffiti explained

What is Graffiti?
The definition of the word graffiti is drawings or writings 
sprayed, scribbled or scratched on a surface illegally, how-
ever there is so much more to it than this simple definition. 
In Australia, there is a very large scene of people who are 
going around illegally drawing their graffiti alias (also 
known as “tag”) as much as they desire, wherever they de-
sire. A person who does this is called a graffiti writer, and 
putting up your alias is a graffiti writer’s way of saying “I 
was here” with the objective of gaining fame to their alias. 

How it was popularised in modern society
In the 1960’s, New York City was on the verge of bankruptcy. Crime rates were 
very high and there were lots of gangs around, and many of these gangs were 
marking their territories. However, in the late 1960s the graffiti tag “TAKI 183” 
began to be seen in lots of places in NYC and there was something different about 
this graffiti, no one knew what it meant, some people thought it could of been a 
gang marking their territory but no one had ever heard of Taki 183, so who was it? 
Well in May 1971 an article in the New York Times was released revealing that Taki 
183 was not a gang but just a normal manhattan teenager who wrote his name 
and street number everywhere he went, stating it was something he “just had to 
do”. While this was probably not the worlds first person to write their name on 
things, Taki 183 was the first to gain fame and popularity; the ultimate goal of a 
modern day graffiti writer. Many New York City teenagers started also doing what 
he was doing with their own made up aliases, and as graffiti evolved, tags turned 
into “pieces” which is a larger and more complex graffiti painting. Graffiti was a 
way many teens expressed themselves, and eventually Graffiti was everywhere, 
on walls, in stormwater drains, in train tunnels and even on trains themselves with 
trains being the most respected thing to put your name on due to it’s difficulty. 
Books like “Subway Art” by Martha Cooper were released further popularizing 
Graffiti and exporting it world wide, including to Australia.
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The History of 
Melbourne Graffiti

The start of Graffiti in Melbourne
Some time near the start of the 1990’s, Graffiti began to gain attraction in 
Melbourne. There were a few Graffiti Writers around in the 80s such as “Ouch-
er” and “Dee” from the original TFA and DMA crews, and a crew is a group of 
graffiti writers who all paint graffiti together and write their crews name on 
things as well as their alias. These tags could be seen in spots that made people 
curious about who these people were, such as rail corridors that were difficult 
to access. It is unknown how these few graffiti writers in the 80s became in-
terested in doing graffiti, my guess is they may have found their new interest 
via the Subway Art book released by Martha Cooper in 1984. Many teenagers 
and adults alike began to notice an increasing number of graffiti on the walls 
of places that were hard to reach like rail corridors, trains, alongside highways 
and even on high up places like rooftops or billboards. As time went on, graf-
fiti was more often being spoken about in the media and more graffiti writers 
seemed to be popping up and in a small matter of time most of melbourne was 
absolutely covered in graffiti. In the 1990s, if you went to a high school in the 
inner-city and you were not a graffiti writer, the chances were that at least one 
or two of your friends were and that’s how popular it was at the time.

An early 90’s “panel” in Melbourne. (Panel: A Graffiti Piece painted on a train)

What is a King?
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Crews, kings 
and toys

What is a crew?
A crew is a group of graffiti writers who share the same 
ideas and often also style of graffiti. A crew is most often 
a three letter abbreviation, there is no limit to how many 
people can be in a crew and each crew member paints the 
crew name as well as their alias .

What is a King?
A King is someone who is highly respected by other Graffiti 
Writers and enthusiasts for either being so talented, having 
their name up in lots of places or in hard to reach locations. 
A King is usually someone who has often been writing their 
name for a long time, 

What is a Toy?
A toy is like the opposite of a King, it is  graffiti slang for 
someone who is usually new to the scene and is not very 
talented, does not have their name up much and does not 
understand the basics of style. 

An picture of king from the early 2000s era
 “Break” from MSA standing in front of his artwork,
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Different styles of 
Graffiti in Melbourne

“Melburn” Style
The name “Melburn style” stems from the words 
Melburn, this is a play on words suggesting that 
the graffiti style in melbourne “Burns” which 
means its very good. This style is messy, aggres-
sive and aesthetic addition to melbournes streets 
and trains. This style represents self/identity 
because the people who do it are all a part of a 
certain culture where they dress similarly, talk 
the same slang and live a similar lifestyle.

The two most popular styles and how 
they represent self/identity:

Antistyle and/or “Euro Funk”
“Antistyle” Graffiti is one of the most popular things 
in melbourne currently, and what it is is as the name 
suggests; it is the opposite of style. Antistyle does not 
look like much talent went into it but its not easy to 
do and requires a unique sense of creativity, antistyle 
comes from European graffiti and antistyle sort of 
has a little brother which is “Euro Funk”. This is just 
anti-style that actually has a little more style and tra-
ditional letter structure. This represents self/identity 
partly because of how unique it is, but also because 
stereotypically there is a certain type of person to do 
this. “Hipsters” are the first main type of people that 
have been known to often be the ones to paint this 
style, and the other is just regular people you would 
never suspect of being a graffiti writer, the ones you 
can’t pick out very likely do antistyle or euro funk.
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Melbourne’s Graffiti 
scene today

“Melburn” Style

Antistyle and/or “Euro Funk”

Nowadays, the scene largely consists of anti-style 
writers, melburn style writers, people who paint a mix 
of both and people who just do their own thing. An-
tistyle in particular interests me partly because of the 
fact that the people who do this are often getting to 
spots that would of been thought impossible to get to, 
the introduction and normalisation of anti-style in to-
days scene symbolises the durastic direction of change 
Melbourne’s scene is going in terms of graffiti writers 
traditionally being people like criminals and trouble-
makers to hipsters, everyday people, adrenaline-seek-
ing teenagers and talented artists with the antistyle 
community especially consisting of these people. Melbournes current most active antistyle

 graffiti vwriter “JQSEE” on a hard to reach
 floating wall next to the train tracks in the

 city

An excellent example of the modern melbourne graffiti 
scene can be seen in antistyle crews like XX and WLS and 
friends of these crews, you would of never seen such mod-
ern graffiti styles like this 10-20 years ago.

XX Crew and their friends are a group of teenagers and 
adults from Melbourne’s north specifically focusing on 
getting their “throwups” (A quicker version of a piece that 
is designed for risky spots and fast execution, traditionally 
consists of as little negative space between letters as possi-
ble) up in hard to reach places, this crew is a prime example 
of quantity over quality.

WLS crew is a small crew with it mainly consisting of the 
infamous graffiti duo of “World” and “Cola”, other writ-
ers have been known to occasionally write “WLS” but it is 
mainly just the duo. These two are very impressive, they can 
be seen on more rooftop spots and other difficult to reach 
spots than you could even imagine. These two introduced 
a type of euro funk to Melbourne that had never been seen 
before, people were unsure if they liked it at first but after 
seeing it everywhere for a while people began to love it. 
World and Cola look like and are just regular people apart 
from the fact they do graffiti and their appearances reflect 
this, if you met either of them you would never guess they 
did graffiti, world even went to Swinburne for schooling 
several years ago.

XX crew associates’ “throwups” in
 Melbourne’s CBD.

COLA and WORLD from WLS crew’s
throwup in risky location.
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Art... or vandalism?
 A large percentage of the graffiti tags, throwups and pieces around melbourne is often 
perceived as ugly letters or mindless vandalism by general society, but this graffiti is just 
done by a graffiti writer that is a toy/beginner and lacking talent or experience, a toy 
will often think their graffiti is good when in reality it shows a minimal understanding 
and poor illustration of letter structure and style. But every graffiti writer or street artist 
starts out as a toy and develops style and more aesthetically pleasing artwork over time, 
the paintings that are done by experienced graffiti writers who were all once beginners 
aswell and artists add vibrance, culture, colour and style to Melbourne, this is the rarely 
spoken about positive side to Melbourne graffiti and it’s massive community.

One of Teenage Melbourne graffiti writer PREFIX’s 
pieces in early 2021.

One of PREFIX’s pieces done in early 2022, durastic 
improvement can be seeen all within one year.

Despite what the media says, graffiti is art. The definition of art according to Oxford Lan-
guages is  “the expression or application of human creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual “the expression or application of human creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual 
form such as painting or sculpture, producing works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or form such as painting or sculpture, producing works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or 
emotional power”emotional power”  and this definition clearly applies to the graffiti that many of these tal-
ented artists produce. People don’t want to admit graffiti is art, the reason for this is that 
most of society likes art, and dont like graffiti because of its legality.  Because of this they 
refuse to accept graffiti as a part of art, when in reality graffiti actually does fall under 
the category of what art is according to art’s definition.

Banksy is a popular street artist from the UK who’ real identi-
ty is a mystery. He started out as a graffiti writer and today, a 
fair majority of Banksy’s work is done with stencil spray, often 
containing things like political messages. A very large major-
ity of his work is illegal, despite this, the majority of regular 
society consider him an artist and love to see his work even if 
it vandalism in the eyes of the law. These are the same people 
who say graffiti isn’t art, but how can a talented graffiti writer 
like PREFIX for example not be considered an artist, but Banksy 
is? Banksy is no different to a graffiti writer, he even posted a 
video on his instagram account showing him spray painting 
rat stencils on a train disguised in the train companies cleaner 
uniform.  

Banksy’s “art” on a london tube 
train,

(rat painted with a pre-made stencil)
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Extras

A photo I took of Graffiti writer NYOR when I 
accidentally ran into him while legally exploring a 

family friends abandoned property.

My own attempt at illustrating a random graffiti
alias I thought of.


